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Pennsylvania Recovery Organizations Alliance

“Together, We Can And Will Make A Difference.”
   “Nothing About Us, Without Us.”
Our PRO•A Executive Director, William Stauffer, spoke the above universal recovery language to all present  
at our 25th Anniversary event. The former recovery quote came in his welcome to the event, and the latter he 
resurrected from the grassroots movement which began a generation ago, a recovery statement used to voice  
that no policy should be decided without the representation of those which that policy affects. Both recovery 
expressions became the theme of this night’s celebration, and served to bring the past and present together as  
a means to fuel our future common goals.  

The event was made possible by the remarkable support of our sponsors, Board of Directors and staff.  
Our thanks go out to our speakers, awardees and treasured guests. Their participation and dedication made  
the night a resounding success. 

Our awardees included: Marissa ONeal, founder and CEO of Jeannette Outreach Factory Inc., who was our 
Individual 2023 Champion of Service awardee. Sage’s Army, Carmen Capozzi, founder, is our Champion of 
Service Organization awardee. Dr. H. Westley Clark, retired and former Director of the Center for Substance 
Abuse Treatment, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration and a gentleman with many, 
many accomplishments, is our Ambassador of Recovery awardee. Rick Esterly, Founder and developer of Esterly 
Consulting Associates, and a man who also has too many accolades and accomplishments to add here, is our 
Lifetime of Service awardee.
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In July 2023, Hikma Community Health donated 15 big boxes of Kloxxado 
(6 boxes that contain 12 2-packs) for distribution throughout Pennsylvania. 
At the time, I was planning Recovery Month with a couple of providers in 
Harrisburg. One of the providers asked if PRO•A would partner with them 
for our first Narcan Distribution. The plan was that the distribution would be 
on September 11th and PRO•A would provide the Kloxxado to hand out. 

The weekend before September 11th there was a ‘Tragic’ surge in overdose 
deaths in Harrisburg. WGAL reported, “The number of people in Dauphin 
County who died from suspected overdoses in recent days has increased, 
prompting the dissemination of overdose-reversing medication in the 
Harrisburg community and a criminal investigation into the origin of  
the drugs.

“The Dauphin County Coroner's Office says seven suspected overdose 
deaths occurred Friday night through Monday morning, with an eighth 
expected case involving a patient from UPMC Harrisburg pending  
further investigation.” (Lehman, T. 2023). There was a total of 27  
overdoses that weekend.

On September 11th, PRO•A and 2 other organizations handed out over 8 
boxes which had 72 2-pack doses of Kloxxado to individuals in Harrisburg. 
Initially we stood out front of the facility asking people leaving the facility  
or driving by if they wanted Kloxxado, while we explained how to use it. 

Since there were six of us handing it out in one location, I decided to walk 
around several blocks looking for individuals outside to give Kloxxado to.  
At one point, I passed a man that told me two different locations where 
there are many individuals selling drugs and/or using. I went back to my 
vehicle, broke open a box, and with all of the cartons on my passenger seat 
drove around the areas that an individual told me to go to and emptied the 
whole box. 

People in Harrisburg were very appreciative of receiving the free Kloxxado 
and the fact that organizations were that concerned about them and people 
that are using substances. Timing couldn’t have been more perfect! And the 
feeling that I left that area with that day was grateful and humbled.

Our gratitude to Hikma Community Health for providing the resource that 
will save lives. This could not have been accomplished if it wasn’t for their 
generous donation to PRO•A. Thank you Hikma Community Health. 

Reference:

Lehman, Tom 2023. ‘Tragic’ surge in overdose deaths in Harrisburg. WGAL. 
Retrieved from:  
https://www.wgal.com/article/harrisburg-surge-in-overdose-deaths/45088936 
on November 19, 2023. 

Distribution of Kloxxado  
in Harrisburg Couldn’t  
Have Come at a Better Time! 
By Nikki Weir, AAS, AAC, CRS, PRO•A Recovery Employment Coordinator Team Lead
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Distribution of Kloxxado  
in Harrisburg Couldn’t  
Have Come at a Better Time! 
By Nikki Weir, AAS, AAC, CRS, PRO•A Recovery Employment Coordinator Team Lead

In a recent survey of Pennsylvanians in recovery, 

more than 70% said learning tobacco-free coping 

skills is helpful to mental health or substance 

use recovery. Get free help at 

tobaccofreerecoverypa.com  

and 1-800-QUIT-NOW.

Help improve 
your mental 
well-being 
while you’re 
in recovery.

Learn tobacco-free 
coping skills. 

Tobacco recovery is recovery. Let’s talk about it.

http://gaudenzia.org
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Social Movements End. 
  So How Will Ours End     By William B. Stauffer, PRO •A Executive Director 

Six years ago, I had the opportunity to spend time with David Mactas, the first Director of the Center for  
Substance Abuse Treatment. He got the ball rolling on establishing the funding for recovery community 
organizations nationwide, including the Recovery Community Support Program (RCSP) grants from SAMHSA. I was talking  
with him about what had risen from early efforts to establish drug and alcohol recovery community grants and the rise of the  
“New Recovery Advocacy Movement (NRAM).” I was excited to share what had happened in part because of his efforts.

To summarize the recovery movement. NRAM is grounded in our own history to further common objectives achieved through meaningful 
representation and voice in policy matters that impact us. Its aim includes developing resources focused on recovery, building recovery community, 
celebrating recovery as a transformative process, while furthering research to understanding the positive impact of recovery to more effectively 
spread recovery in diverse communities across America. There is clear progress on all of these objectives.

As David and I talked as I drove him to the train station about the progress made, he dryly noted that all movements end. He asked me if we really 
want to frame efforts to alter public and professional attitudes toward addiction, recovery, developing recovery-focused policies and programs, and 
supporting efforts to break intergenerational cycles of addiction and related problems as a social movement. He had an important point, but it is 
a movement. Part of a larger history of recovery movements. Communities who rise up in their eras to change how we deal with addiction and 
recovery. It would not be possible to frame what has occurred in any other way than a social movement.

The conversation has been with me ever since. So where are we heading, and how will NRAM end?

Bill White’s 2013 address to ARCO and Faces & Voices State of the New Recovery Advocacy Movement highlighted five threats to the cause: 

•  The mobilization of people in recovery in sharing their stories and celebrating recovery not centered on common purpose, a topic we later 
collaboratively wrote about in Personal Privacy and Public Recovery Advocacy. There is a growing risk our stories are being used for other 
purposes by other groups. Ownership of our own stories is vital.

• The implosion of the movement through loss of key leaders, the collapse of key organizations or movement exhaustion. He noted that 
centralization of leadership made this a significant risk for the movement. It is a greater risk now due to the generational transition of  
key leaders.

• Colonization/Professionalization/Commercialization are significant risks. One of the early developments exposing these risks was the shift 
of focus from recovery community development to peer services. This has led to professionalization and commercialization of Peer Recovery 
Support Services. He noted “if the recovery advocacy movement morphs solely into a PRSS appendage to the addiction treatment system,  
the movement will have failed and will recreate conditions that will set the stage for a future revitalized recovery advocacy movement.”

• Marginalization of the movements efforts if it fails to achieve significant representation and accomplishes a restructuring of addiction  
treatment system. This includes “death by dilution” from either the treatment system or alignment with sister movements. He emphasized  
the need to keep our “eyes on the prize” and not lose our addiction recovery focus. We must have organizations nationally focused on  
recovery to move forward.

•  Professional/Cultural Backlash resulting from excesses within the movement. As he wrote, “such backlashes are intensified when they allow 
full expression of dormant prejudices related to highly stigmatized issues, e.g., addiction.” The highly charged, partisan world we now have 
increases the risk that our work gets associated with one political tribe, something that will almost certainly result in significant backlash  
and loss of common goals.

It is clear that NRAM is a social movement and that it will ultimately end. In general, social movements have four stages, from emergence to 
coalescence through bureaucratization and finally decline. Decline can take several courses, including success, repression, co-optation, failure,  
or establishment within mainstream perspectives.

My sense is that a case can be made that we are to some degree in each of the stages. There is still widespread dissatisfaction with how our care 
systems and institutions view addiction and recovery. It would also be safe to argue that there has been some bureaucratization, our early successes 
systematized, with inherent risks and benefits. Decline is evident through the loss of clear consensus goals across the country that everyone is 
working towards, which is perhaps the most profound risk to our forward momentum.

While there seems to remain widespread agreement on saving lives and expanding recovery to all Americans experiencing addiction, we get mired 
down in nuanced difference. We argue incessantly about language, move our missions to fit funding or we get sidetracked by interest groups with 

??

https://www.c-span.org/person/?48188/DavidMactas
https://www.chestnut.org/Resources/55a42f16-0715-4b5f-90a4-d406cb4568db/2000TowardaNewRecoveryMovement.pdf
https://www.chestnut.org/resources/5cd82f5d-f9cb-4e50-8391-7eadb9700e34/2013-State-of-the-New-Recovery-Advocacy-Movement.pdf
https://www.chestnut.org/resources/0cde861e-468b-459e-bd88-fbfd4fa546f1/Privacy-Paper-Final-1.pdf
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their own agendas. These trends run in contrast to one of the fundamental understandings of the early days was that what was being built was 
incredibly fragile. An understanding that stemmed from the timely publication in 1998 of the seminal history of recovery in America,  
Slaying the Dragon by William White. It highlights this threat. The risk remains very real, the fragility is less widely understood.

Recovery support peer services are becoming formalized. For better or worse we have institutionalized peer services into our care system.  
While they have helped people, they generally replicate services from an individual orientation grounded in the traditional treatment system  
model. This model inherently deemphasizes community and focuses on individual wellness. It risks fostering dependency as providers bill units  
of care and are incentivized to center peer workers as the change agent, rather than the individual being served and the community as was  
originally conceived of as part of a recovery-oriented system of care.

The case can be made that our movement has partially achieved goals and is now in decline. People and institutions are losing focus on the primary 
goals, shifting to other aims as funding and public interest changes. It seems evident that we are at a crossroads. It is a time for great caution. 
History is instructive here. Progress can reverse. Gains lost. History is not linear. A lot of the dynamics that can make this occur, such as changing 
drug use patterns or public attitudes are perhaps beyond our control. Yet how we respond always matters. It is our movement to sustain or lose.

Do we act with unity and integrity and “keep our eye on the prize” as Bill White urged a generation ago, or do we respond otherwise? The stakes 
are high. We have achieved what we have by placing the greater good and a focus on recovery above all else. As gains have been made, the forces 
that would pull us apart grow. They include:

•  Cashing out – There is always a risk of people using the movement for personal gain or notoriety.

•  Cooptation – Early success increases the risk of other groups re-defining core concepts or taking them to redirect our energy to achieve  
their own goal at the expense of the primary goals of the recovery movement.

•  Loss of lane – Groups redefine their objectives for funding or other reasons, resulting in the loss of critical focus centered on recovery  
resulting in diminished focus on recovery.

The hope is for success. Achieving that would include:

•  A robust investment in long-term recovery as the focus of our care systems for persons with severe SUDs.

•  A broad focus on developing recovery community capital that supports recovery across the diverse communities that make up this nation.

•  Authentic inclusion of persons in recovery in system design, service provision and evaluation of treatment and recovery-oriented services.

Mactas was right. Movements end. How ours will end is dependent on what we collectively do. The movement started when the forces that 
drew us together became stronger than the forces that pulled us apart. Nothing about us, without us, depends on there being a unified center. 
In communicating about this issue and asking for reflections, Bill White considered the ending of NRAM and noted the goal of every social 
movement is to become obsolete and die: due to having successful altered the conditions that spawned it and imbedded these social changes in  
new institutions sustain and improve on prior efforts. He noted that in some of his early work, he considered the goal of an “appropriate death” 
—a death one might choose for ourselves. His wish for our movement, one he and many others invested significant effort a future appropriate 
death. One in which its focus is no longer needed.

An appropriate death would include a world in which meaningful representation and voice in policy matters that impact us is systemic. 
We are not there yet. It is a goal worthy of sustained effort. That answer of whether that occurs is up to us. Long term history is always on  
our side. Recovery always finds a way. Recovery is highly resilient on both the individual and community level. The question is more of one  
related to how long we can sustain forward momentum. The farther we get, the less ground that the next movement will need to walk again.  

The stakes are high, but so is our demonstrated capacity to  
accomplish great things, together. So, let’s go make history!

Christiansen, J. (2008). Four Stages of Social Movements. https://www.ebscohost.com/uploads/imported/thisTopic-dbTopic-1248.pdf

State of the New Recovery Advocacy Movement Amplification of Remarks to the Association of Recovery Community Organizations at  
Faces & Voices of Recovery Executive Directors Leadership Academy Dallas, Texas, November 15, 2013.  
https://www.chestnut.org/resources/5cd82f5d-f9cb-4e50-8391-7eadb9700e34/2013-State-of-the-New-Recovery-Advocacy-Movement.pdf

White, W. L. (1998). Slaying the dragon: The history of addiction treatment and recovery in America. Chestnut Health Systems/Lighthouse Institute.

White, W. L. (personal communication on the end of the recovery movement, August 16, 2023)

White, W., Stauffer, B., & Tarino, D. (2021). Personal privacy and public recovery advocacy.  
https://www.chestnut.org/resources/0cde861e-468b-459e-bd88-fbfd4fa546f1/Privacy-Paper-Final-1.pdf

White, W. & Taylor, P. (2006) A new recovery advocacy movement.  
https://www.chestnut.org/resources/00b1a22a-41a1-4515-81d4-07af5400970e/2006-New-Recovery-Advocacy-Movement.pdf

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/529858.Slaying_the_Dragon
https://www.ebscohost.com/uploads/imported/thisTopic-dbTopic-1248.pdf
https://www.chestnut.org/resources/5cd82f5d-f9cb-4e50-8391-7eadb9700e34/2013-State-of-the-New-Recovery-Advocacy-Movement.pdf
https://www.chestnut.org/resources/0cde861e-468b-459e-bd88-fbfd4fa546f1/Privacy-Paper-Final-1.pdf
https://www.chestnut.org/resources/00b1a22a-41a1-4515-81d4-07af5400970e/2006-New-Recovery-Advocacy-Movement.pdf
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Please Welcome  
 our new PRO•A team member! 

Tanya Dailey
My name is Tanya Dailey. I joined PRO•A as the Administrative Assistant. I have an admininistrative background 

from serving full-time for 16 years in the Pennsylvania Army National Guard as a Human Resources Specialist,  

and look forward to bringing some of those skills to my new role here at PRO•A. I live in Harrisburg, PA with  

my husband, Sean, and four of our six children and our two dogs.

I am a Facilitator for Strengthening and Celebrating families and really enjoy working with children in both of 

those groups. My faith is a very big part of who I am and of my life. I attend Living Water Community Church 

and serve as a teacher’s assistant in the children’s ministry.

RESIDENTIAL AND OUTPATIENT PROGRAMS  
CRS & CASE MANAGEMENT SERVICES

TTI ALLENTOWN HALFWAY HOME

TTI ALLENTOWN OUTPATIENT

TTI ALLENTOWN RESIDENTIAL

TTI ALLENTOWN THE CENTER

TTI BETHLEHEM HOPE CENTER

TTI NORTHAMPTON CHANGE ON MAIN

TTI PALMER RECOVERY CENTER

RICHARD S. CSANDL RECOVERY HOUSE

CALL TODAY!  610.432.7690
WWW.TREATMENTTRENDS.ORG

24 SOUTH FIFTH STREET   PO BOX 685    
ALLENTOWN, PA 18105

http://treatmenttrends.org
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RCO 
CORNER

 Faces 
And
 Voices 
Of 
 Recovery 
Western PA
F.A.V.O.R. Western PA is a recovery community organization (RCO) located in rural Western PA. Our mission is to be  
a positive face and voice of recovery in our community by supporting individuals seeking to live a better life from  
substance misuse, and their families by providing support in three key areas.

First, we are dedicated to educating, empowering and advocating for our clients and their families through peer support 
services, family education and our All Recovery groups help twice a week. At F.A.V.O.R., we understand that a peer specialist 
may not always be available; however, their family members and loved ones are integral to their daily lives. By focusing on 
the individual’s immediate support system of family and friends, we are able to educate them on signs and symptoms of 
relapse, local community support and how to help their loved ones build their recovery capital.

Secondly, through a partnership with Allegheny Health Network, the Center of Inclusion Health is able to send one of their 
community inclusion vans from their center in Pittsburgh to our center in Bolivar. From this resource we are able to provide 
two pivotal services for our rural community. We are able to provide medically assisted treatment (MAT) services for clients 
who are unable to obtain transportation to the metropolitan areas. The mobile clinic van also provides us and the AHN 
staff with the ability to provide testing and treatment for several communicable diseases, such as hepatitis. Providing these 
services has enabled our center to better interact and engage our community and individuals seeking recovery.

Lastly, through a workforce development grant from the Appalachian Regional Commision, F.A.V.O.R. Western PA is able 
to assist individuals in recovery to find sustainable employment and support. Together with renewals of several federal 
workforce development incentives, partnerships with eight county Career Links, F.A.V.O.R. teams with recovery friendly 
workplaces to assist companies and organizations better support their employees who may be seeking or are in recovery 
maintain their recovery.

For more information, please visit www.favorwesternpa.org or by emailing us at info@favorwesternpa.org.

Donate to FAVOR-Western PA, 
Bolivar Community Center

Help support FAVOR-Western PA, Bolivar 
Community Center by donating or sharing 
with your friends.

http://www.favorwesternpa.org
mailto:info%40favorwesternpa.org?subject=
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November is a month to honor our 
U.S. Military Veterans. This November, 
organizations throughout the Commonwealth 
celebrated by inviting Veterans and their 
loved ones, as well as community members, 
to share in a day of remembrance, honor and 
sharing resources. One such event took place 
in the Lehigh Valley, hosted by MidAtlantic 
Rehabilitation Services (MARS) and Szucs Foundation. A formal dinner was held, with 
an informational panel of speakers—all Veterans—to share not only their experience and 
strength, but also to share resources and address the challenges that Veterans face in our 
communities. This fundraising dinner benefitted the Veterans in our community. Thank 
you, MARS, Szucs Foundation, and all organizations that serve those that have served,  
for all that you do for our Veterans!

If you are struggling, please reach out: Veterans Crisis Line—Dial 988, then press 1

VeteransEvent

Veterans 
Resources

To all of our military service members and veterans,  
we thank you for your service and sacrifices.

WANT TO GET INVOLVED?  
WE ARE HERE TO HELP!  

JOIN PRO•A AT www.pro-a.org ...  IT’S FREE!      

PR A
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(866) 769-6822

PAAdmissions@acadiahealthcare.com

           25th Anniversary Leadership in Recovery Training Event
 PRO •A’s Leadership in Recovery Event began with an afternoon conference that  
included two continuing education trainings. The first of the two trainings this year  
was the Tobacco Recovery Panel with the State Tobacco Free Recovery Initiative  
Panelists included Tony Klein, MPA, NCACII,PA STFRI, Katie Gassner, CTTS, 
Consultant, and Cassandra Joy Drumheiser, REC, PRO •A. This panel highlighted 
collaborative efforts to increase tobacco recovery through the CDC funded State  
Tobacco Free Recovery Initiative (STFRI). PRO •A has been deeply involved in this  
project since its inception. Panelists explored high smoking prevalence in the recovery 
community and severity of tobacco use disorder, disproportionate health consequences,  
and common misconceptions that sustain smoking as a social norm in the recovery  
and treatment culture. Evidence-based tobacco interventions that align with recovery-
oriented principles were highlighted. This included panelist Q&A to allow participant 
discussion on knowledge gained and how to get resources andinformation about tobacco 
recovery to our statewide community. For information about tobacco recovery 
https://pro-a.org/tobacco-recovery/

The second training was facilitated by Joseph Green, Spoken Word Poet, on the  
Importance of Inclusivity in Recovery Spaces. In this workshop participants learned how diversity is greater than race, ethnicity, and gender 
and how inclusion can be best understood through exploring the emotions and motives associated with exclusion. Joseph Green discussed the 
principles behind creating brave and safe spaces to have these uncomfortable conversations at work. Attendeeparticipated in an impactful and 
personal exercise relating to values in recovery. Through exploring art of storytelling, participants found creative and responsible ways to express 
themselves and listen to the journeys of others.

Joseph Green is a nationally recognized trainer and educator who has facilitated training for SAMHSA and a number of states  
across the country. More information about him here https://josephgreenspeaks.com/

PR  A
Pennsylvania Recovery  
Organizations Alliance

mailto:paadmissions%40acadiahealthcare.com?subject=
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Our Keynote Speaker, Danielle Torino, honored Dr. H. Westley Clark 
and took us on an incredible journey that depicted the deep and caring 
nature of a man who dedicated his life to bring about changes that 
affects all of us in the recovery community today; a man who seemed to 
know his life may not extend to see all his hope accomplished and had 
the insight to mentor and mold others to carry on his visions. She spoke 
with gratitude of how Dr. Clark changed her life, gave her direction and 
purpose, and in doing so, she conveyed to us all the gratitude we should 
extend to the gift of his life and work. 

Carmin Capozzi, founder of Sage’s Army, shared with us all the depths 
of anguish he experienced in the loss of his son, Sage, to an accidental 
overdose. He recounted his 10-day struggle in anguish before coming 
to the spiritual revelation that pain could be turned into something 
meaningful. He shared how he started the nonprofit organization, 
which is now his life purpose. Through stories he shared, he gave us a 
glimpse of how, after making this decision, his life and the lives of  
many others have been blessed. It was a moving moment for us all.

Rick Esterly, our Lifetime of Service awardee, spoke of his own struggles 
with substance abuse 53 years ago, and how his life had changed after 
freeing himself from that affliction. He spoke briefly of his journeys 
throughout the world to carry the message of recovery to others, and 
his position at the Chit Chat Program, which became the Carron 
Foundation. Not a man to sing his own praises, he focused mostly on 
his gratitude for the family and friends that have been a part of his 
journey, naming all ten of his grandchildren and family members  
while expressing to us all the blessings they are to his life and work.  
It was clear to all present how worthy he is of this award.  
PRO•A is very grateful for him.

This evening together gave us all a glimpse into where we are, where 
we come from, and what stands before us. Together, “We can make a 
difference, and we will.”

The evening ended with the reliving of a moment from our past, when 
all participants stood in the darkened venue, flashlights glowing in 
hand, shouting, “Nothing about us, without us.” Our future may have 
obstacles, but it reminded this writer, that it is bright with hope.

thank you... you’re all awesome!

PREMIER 
PENNSYLVANIA STATEWIDE  

TOBACCO FREE-RECOVERY INITIATIVE
 

PLATINUM
GAUDENZIA, INC.

HIKMA COMMUNITY HEALTH
MID-ATLANTIC REHABILITATION  

SERVICES (MARS)
SHEET METAL WORKERS LOCAL UNION #19

    

THANK YOU  
TO OUR SPONSORS!

225
GOLD  

BERKS COCA
DAYSTAR

ENDLESS MOUNTAIN EXTENDED CARE
HEATHER’S WAY
HYER CALLING

POLLACK CENTER FOR ADDICTION OUTREACH  
AND RESEARCH (PENN STATE HARRISBURG)

TREATMENT TRENDS, INC.

 SILVER
 CAPITAL AREA BEHAVIORAL HEALTH COLLABORATIVE (CABHC)

CARELON
CHESTER COUNTY DRUG AND ALCOHOL 

CHESS HEALTH
JOHN HODGE

NORTHBOUND, & CO.
PERFORMCARE
RASE PROJECT

ROTELLE STUDIO(E) CUSTOM HOMES
WHITE DEER RUN (ACADIA)

225
THANK YOU  

TO OUR SPONSORS!

6th Annual Leadership  
in Recovery Event 

RECAP
continued from page 1
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On a weekend in September, a local news channel reported that eight 
people had died due to acute fentanyl overdose after consuming  
crack cocaine; that number later increased to nine deaths and 27  

reported overdoses in one weekend. Shortly after hearing this  
disturbing report, I received a call from one of the participants on  
my caseload who was requesting packages of Naloxone. Living in  

York, PA, he was concerned that many drug users in his apartment 
complex buy drugs from the Harrisburg area, especially crack  

cocaine. He stated, “Having Naloxone on hand would give him  
comfort, as his complex has previously lost several tenants to  

Fentanyl.” Due to the concern and generosity of those that provided  
our organization with Kloxxado to hand out to those in need,  

I was able to help this man find a measure of comfort.

Kloxaddo Helps 
Provide Comfort  

in Wake of  
Area Deaths

                                                               By Tom Rice 

PRO•A is collaborating with Penn State University to recruit 
participants for a paid research study about the day-to-day process  

of maintaining recovery. The study uses ZOOM to meet with  
potential participants, explain the study—which uses an online  

survey to collect background information—and then a smartphone  
app to collect 10-days of information about daily well-being,  

recovery-supportive behaviors, and social interactions. Participants  
can earn up to $70. To learn more and to see if you, the people  

who you support through your organization, or other  
members of the larger recovery community, are eligible  

to participate, please email the study team at  
RecoveryResearch@psu.edu. 

Recovery Voices 
MATTER!

PR  A
Pennsylvania Recovery  
Organizations Alliance

mailto:RecoveryResearch%40psu.edu?subject=
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TThhee  HHyyeerr  CCaalllliinngg  FFoouunnddaattiioonn,,  IInncc..  iiss  aa  CCeenntteerr  CCiittyy  PPhhiillaaddeellpphhiiaa--bbaasseedd  550011((cc))((33))  
nnoonnpprrooffiitt  oorrggaanniizzaattiioonn  wwhhoossee  mmiissssiioonn  iiss  ttoo  rreedduuccee  tthhee  ssttiiggmmaa  ooff  SSuubbssttaannccee  

UUssee  DDiissoorrddeerr  iinn  tthhee  wwoorrkkppllaaccee..  TThhee  FFoouunnddaattiioonn  pprroovviiddeess  hhiigghhllyy  mmoottiivvaatteedd  ppeeooppllee  
iinn  rreeccoovveerryy  aa  sseeccoonndd  cchhaannccee  aatt  aa  ccaarreeeerr  tthhrroouugghh  nnoo  ccoosstt  ssuuppppoorrtt  aanndd  ttrraannssiittiioonnaall  

sseerrvviicceess  nnoott  ccoovveerreedd  bbyy  iinnssuurraannccee  aanndd  eedduuccaatteess  bbuussiinneesssseess  oonn  hhooww  ttoo  ccrreeaattee  
aa  RReeccoovveerryy--FFrriieennddllyy  WWoorrkkppllaaccee  tthhrroouugghh  ffeeee  ffoorr  sseerrvviiccee  ttrraaiinniinngg..      

CALL US TODAY TO EXPLORE HOW THE FOUNDATION CAN DESIGN AN 
INDIVIDUALIZED WORKPLACE REENTRY PLAN FOR YOU OR LEARN 

ABOUT THE MANY BENEFITS OF HIRING PEOPLE IN RECOVERY!  
Admin@HyerCalling.org

215 825 5509

EVERYONE DESERVES A 2ND CHANCE

1042 Lithia Valley Rd., Factoryville, PA 18419         (570)219-4401         www.endlessmtncare.com

Endless Mountains Extended Care is a family owned drug and alcohol inpatient facility for adult males.
Many of the services we offer differ significantly from those of other facilities.

Patients don’t need to know how much you know, but rather, they need to know how much you care.
Instead of viewing patients as deficient and incapable of self-direction, we focus on their positive qualities and allow them to work

together with us as a collaborative partnership. We do this by providing multiple treatment pathways. 
By focusing on mental health, multiple pathways to recovery, and re-integration into the community, we provide a truly unique

program. We teach our clients to understand and address their mental health needs while encouraging positive attributes. 

mailto:admin%40hyercalling.org?subject=
http://www.endlessmtncare.com
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http://daystarrecovery.com
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Safe, Secure, Sober Housing for Individuals Taking Back Their Lives 

Offering two DDAP licensed facilities 

Call for a tour or interview:  484.302.6484, 717.480.6012 
srisober@gmail.com  1.855.762.3748 

“A different approach to recovery housing” 
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OUR
SERVICES

progrAMS SPECIALIZING IN:progrAMS SPECIALIZING IN:

 ADOLESCENTS
 CASE MANAGEMENT
 CODEPENDENCY GROUPS
 FORT PROGRAM (FAMILY PROGRAM)
 GAMBLING COUNSELING
 GENERAL OUTPATIENT (GOP)
 HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS PROGRAM
 HISPANIC PROGRAM
 HOST PROGRAM
 INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT (IOP)
 LEHIGH COUNTY JAIL PROGRAM
 RECOVERY SUPPORT SERVICES (CRS/CFRS)
 STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (SAP)
 WALK IN DRUG & ALCOHOL ASSESSMENTS
 WOMEN IN RECOVERY PROGRAM

Mid-Atlantic Rehabilitation Services
Addiction Treatment Programs (MARS–ATP)
826 Delaware Avenue
Bethlehem PA 18015
Office: (610) 419-3101

marsatp.COM

Achieving 
recovery.
Creating 
hope.

Follow us on socials:
MARSATP.COM/SOCIAL

HOW CAN I 
GET CONNECTED?

WEBSITE:
www.marsatp.com

CONTACT PHONE:
(610) 419-3101

SCAN BELOW TO SCHEDULE AN               
APPOINTMENT 

http://marsatp.com
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At Heather’s Way, home isn’t a place; it’s a feeling. Wherever you feel safe,
supported, and welcome, you are home. The mission of Heather’s Way is to help

individuals maintain sobriety and find the feeling of home during the journey.
We exist to support individuals and their families across all facets of early

sobriety. 

We do this through grants and scholarships that facilitate environments designed
for success, whether you’re transitioning to life after rehab, entering the workforce,
or still discovering what your way home looks like. We offer a path to continue your

journey with dignity, stability, and community.

www.heathersway.org

http://heatherssway.org
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SHEET METAL WORKERS’ INTERNATIONAL  

ASSOCIATION LOCAL UNION NO.19 
 

1301 SOUTH COLUMBUS BOULEVARD, PHILADELPHIA, PA  19147 
215.952.1999 

 
GARY J. MASINO 

PRESIDENT/BUSINESS MANAGER 
 

BRYAN J. BUSH 
ASSISTANT BUSINESS MANAGER/FINANCIAL SECRETARY 

 
GERARD E. GONTZ 

ASSISTANT BUSINESS MANAGER/BUSINESS AGENT 
 

LUKE GORDON  
ASSISTANT BUSINESS MANAGER/BUSINESS AGENT 

 
TODD P. FARALLY     MICHAEL SULLIVAN  

                 RECORDING SECRETARY          VICE PRESIDENT    
 

BUSINESS AGENTS 
BRYON A. BLUM  THOMAS BUSH   BILL DORWARD 
ROBERT GADSBY   MICHAEL GUIGLEY   ANTHONY IANNUCCI  
                       JAMES KEENAN, III  HOWARD VANBUREN, III   
             
 

ORGANIZERS 
MICHAEL CRIM  JOSEPH DOWNING  BRIAN HEINO  
                    STEPHEN LOCH  PETER O’BRIEN 

 
      

EXECUTIVE BOARD 
ADAM BARZESKI 
BRIAN CUMMISKEY 
ROBERT DAVIES 
JADE FLADGER 
BRETT HILDEBRAND 
GEORGE KAUFFMAN  
NIKOLAS LANKELIS 
ERIC MASINO 
KEITH MEYER 
WILLIAM J. PFEIFFER 
EDWARD SPARKS  
JOSHUA TURNER 
GERALD ZIMMERMAN 

TRUSTEES 
JEFFREY P. BLOCK 
MICHAEL DOUGHERTY, JR. 
BRIAN LOGAN 

 
DISPATCHER 
JOSEPH D. RISPO 

 
CONDUCTOR  
RONALD CAMPBELL 

 
WARDEN 
DANIEL DIORIO 
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SERVICESOUR
  Crisis Stabilization

  Detox/Withdrawal  
Management Treatment Programs

  Medication-Assisted Treatment (MAT)

  Partial Hospitalization

   Residential Programs

   Men’s Treatment Programs

   Women’s Treatment Programs

  Pregnant & Parenting Women Programs

  SUD and Co-Occurring Disorders

   Outpatient Treatment Programs

   Harm Reduction Services

 Justice Involved Programs

  Prevention & Support Services

  Affordable Housing

Gaudenzia uses an evidence-based, 
person-centered treatment model to 
help individuals and families break 
the cycle of substance use and 
co-occurring disorders.

NEED HELP?
Contact our 24-hour Treatment and Referral HelpLine

833.976.HELP(4357) OR
HELPLINE@GAUDENZIA.ORG

GAUDENZIA.ORG

http://gaudenzia.org


Highlights of the 
Leadership in Recovery Event
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PerformCare offers hope and 
compassionate care to members who 
struggle with substance use issues. 

Remember: Recovery begins when  
you ask for help.

The PerformCare provider network provides drug and 
alcohol services for adults, adolescents, and children 
enrolled in the HealthChoices program.

pa.performcare.org

Capital area

Cumberland, Dauphin,  
Lancaster, Lebanon,  
and Perry counties 
1-888-722-8646

North/Central region

Franklin and Fulton 
counties 

1-866-773-7917

Deaf or hard of hearing: 
1-800-654-5984 TTY 
or 711 PA relay

PR  A
Pennsylvania Recovery  
Organizations Alliance 25Celebrating  

25 years  
of service  
to the 
statewide  
recovery  
community

https://pa.performcare.org

